
 
 

TRANSPORTATION (Airport Ö Hotel) 
 
                                                                                                  * US$ 1.00 = Approximately KRW 1,250 
 
 

CHAUFFEUR SERVICE   
 

Lincoln Stretched Limousine  KRW 250,000  
BMW 728iL     KRW 170,000  
Hyundai Equus     KRW 140,000  
Hyundai Dynasty   KRW 110,000   
Van for 9 passengers   KRW 140,000  
Van for 12 passengers   KRW 150,000  
 
- The above fares are for one way transportation.  
- The above fares include all extras such as toll and parking charges. 
- It takes approximately 90~100 minutes from the airport to the hotel.    
- Inchon International Airport is approximately 80 km away from the hotel.  
- Flight details should be informed to the hotel’s Reservations Department at least 24 hours 

prior to actual arrival. 
- Limousine driver will be waiting for the guest at the arrival gate of airport, holding a picket 

with the guest’s name on it.   
 
 

DELUXE TAXI 
 
Appearance 

 
- Black colored sedan with yellow signs on the top and the words ‘Deluxe Taxi’ written on 

the sides.  
- More spacious and a high standard of service. 
   



Fares 
 

- Fare tables are displayed inside taxis on the front dashboard, and fares on the taximeters 
are in Korean won (KRW). 

- Fares are KRW 4,000 for the first 3 kilometer plus KRW 500 for each 250 meter or 
each 60 second if the speed drops below 15 kilometers per hour. If traffic is not blocked, 
the usual fare between Inchon International Airport and the hotel is about KRW 90,000.  

- There is no surcharge, but additional fares for toll tunnels and toll roads are added to the 
fare. 

- Taxis are installed with a receipt-printing device. Taxi passengers can ask for a receipt. 
Some taxis can accept credit cards.  

- Tipping is not customary in Korea, but passengers may tip a driver according to 
satisfaction with the service.  

 
 

REGULAR TAXI  
 
Appearance 

 
- White or silver-gray colored sedan with a white or blue sign on the top.   
- Fares are less expensive than black deluxe taxis.   
 
Fares 

 
- Fare tables are displayed inside taxis on the front dashboard, and fares on the taximeters 

are in Korean won (KRW). 
- Fares are KRW 1,600 for the first 2 kilometer plus KRW 300 for each 210 meter or 

each 51 second if the speed drops below 15 kilometer per hour. If traffic is not blocked, 
the usual fare between Inchon International Airport and the hotel is about KRW 60,000.  

- There is midnight surcharge of 20% between 12 midnight and 4:00 a.m. The additional 
fares for using toll tunnels and toll roads are also charged.  

- Regular taxis are not installed with a receipt-printing device.  
- Tipping is not customary in Korea, but passengers may tip a driver according to 

satisfaction with the service.  
 
 

KOREA CITY AIR TERMINAL (KCAT) LIMOUSINE BUS  
 
Appearance 

 



- Red striped vintage white color bus with the words ‘Korea City Airline Terminal 
Limousine’ written on the sides. 

 
Fares 

 
- Hotel Ö Inchon International Airport  KRW 10,000 
- Hotel Ö Kimpo Domestic Airport   KRW   5,000 
 
Operation Route & Time 

 
- Limousine bus goes directly between ‘Korea City Air Terminal’ and the airports.  
- Available from 05:20 to 20:50 at an average frequency of 10 minutes. 
- Tickets are available at the airports and Grand & COEX both Inter-Continental Hotels. 
- It takes approximately 90 minutes per way (from/to Inchon International Airport) 
- ‘Korea City Air Terminal’ and Grand & COEX Inter-Continental Hotels are located in 

the same complex, about 5 minute walking distance. 
- When checking in at ‘Korea City Air Terminal’, Airport Tax will be discounted from 

KRW 15,000 to KRW 10,000. 
- Passengers should check in at least three and half-hours prior to flight ETD (expected time 

of departure). 
 
 

KOREAN AIRLINE LIMOUSINE BUS (LINE 3-A/ B) 
 
Appearance 

 
- Sky-blue colored bus with the words ‘Korean Airline Limousine’ written on the sides. 
 
Fares 

 
- Hotel Ö Inchon International Airport  KRW 10,000 
- Hotel Ö Kimpo Domestic Airport   KRW   5,000 
- Kimpo Airport Ö Inchon Airport  KRW   6,000 
 
Operation Route & Time 
 
o  Line 3-A  (Hotels Õ  Inchon International Airport) 
 
Kimpo Domestic Airport Õ Hotels Õ COEX Inter-Continental Seoul Õ  
Grand Inter-Continental Seoul Õ Hotels Õ Inchon International Airport 
 



o  Line 3-B  (Inchon International Airport Õ  Hotels) 
 
Kimpo Domestic Airport Õ Inchon International Airport  Õ Hotels Õ  
COEX Inter-Continental Seoul Õ  Grand Inter-Continental Seoul Õ  Hotels Õ  
Kimpo Domestic  Airport 
 
- Line 3-A: From 05:50 to 19:20 at an average frequency of 30 minutes. 
- Line 3-B: From 06:05 to 20:05 at an average frequency of 30 minutes. 
- Tickets are available at the airports and the hotels. 
- It takes approximately 100 minutes per way (from/to Inchon International Airport). 
 


